Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of (Nursery) School Absenteeism Surveillance System.
Our earlier report described that the (Nursery) School Absenteeism Surveillance System ((N)SASSy) can decrease numbers of patients. This study evaluates (N)SASSy cost-effectiveness. A social perspective is taken for economic evaluation. For simplicity, 8000 yen is assumed for direct medical costs. We assume the home health care duration as six days, with 30,000 yen as the indirect opportunity cost of family nursing. Cost-benefit ratios are used as an indicator of cost-effectiveness. By multiplying the disease burden per patient by the reduced number of patients, the (N)SASSy effect was estimated as 206.9 billion yen, with 95%CI of [67.3,346.6] billion yen. The total cost attributable to (N)SASSy throughout Japan is expected to be 2.63 billion yen. Therefore, the cost-benefit ratio is expected to be approximately 60. The estimated cost-benefit ratio is much higher than that for routine immunization for children.